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the various rows of projections and running fron top to

ise it known that 1, GEOR (; f. BARcLAY Dickersox, a
in Fig. 1. The said projections are preferably
citizen of the United Statis, resident of West field, inbottom
olded
together with the foundation although this is
County of Union, State of New Jersev, have invited

certain new and useful Improv (In ?enis in Matting, oi
which the following is a specification.
vily invention relates to unatting made of raylyer or
like material and has for its object to provide a natting
of this description wit is an efficient scraping surface anci
which can be easily and effectively cictined.

noi, absolutely necessary, inaspiuch as these projections

B light be made separately and secured to the jotti;!tion in any convenient manner.

By looking at Fig. 3, it will be seen that the projec

tions 3 are a lined in the direction in which their points
exiend. leaving spaces such as a between adjacen; prints

of projections B in the same row. These spaces are
My invention 'wii ise fully discribed hereinafter and staggered
in adjacent rows, so hat the ulges i, of the
the features of novelty will be pointed out in the ap

pended claims.
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! projections in one row are in transversealintinent with

spaces ( of the adjacent row. In consequence of
Reference is to be had to the accompanying drawing the
this arrangement, if a broom or like implement is

5 in which

passed between the rows, the bulges b will give thor
Figure i is a plan view of a piece of matting con tles
novement toward the spaces it and this
structed according to my invention; Fig.2 is a sectional sweepa lateral
the dirt toward and through said tellings ial

50

may be made of any suit alie thickness. On this four
to its uses as ordinary matting.
dation A. are arranged torpedo shaped projections B, addition
'arious
may ibe made will silt li: art
which projectious B are double pointed, and arear ing from themodifications
nature
of
my
invention.
ranged with the points extending in the same direction.
I
claim
and
desire
to
secure
by Letters Pai ('ni :-25 The said projections B further extendabove the surface
A
'liber
sci'iting
malt
collisii)
: foundation ind it
of the foundation A and are rounded from top to bottom
of torpedo shaped dottile-pointed projections ; r.
and also from left to right as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. series
langed in parallel rows the projections of each row it in
From icft to right in Fig. the said projections are pref in; it tie direction of their jointed ends and so arra tige
tihat the projections of one 'w aiterate with thi? se (f
erably arranged in a staggered fashion, it eig under another
row, substantitly as descriled.
30 stood, however, that from top to bottom as show in in
In "fitness whereof. I have hereunto set my hanti in the
Fig. J the said projections are arranged in parallel lines, presence
of two subscribing witnesses.
With this construction there are no corners to catch
GEO (E AFRCLAY }(KEE()N.
and retain the dirt and there is no obstacle to prevent Witnesses:
a broom or other implement from freely removing the
H. ). If S K EY,
35 accumulated digit, from the series of passages formed by
EwA) W. STREET.

5 3.

view thereof on line 2-2 of Fig. and Fig. 3 is a sec erally, as well as lengthwise of the rows.
tional view on line 3-3 of Fig. 1.
Matting lade according to my inventity) is as?)
A is the body or foundation of the matting which adaptabic
for use as &air treads to prevent slipping. ill
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It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 863,054, granted August 13, 1907,
upon the application of George Barclay Dickerson, of Westfield, New Jersey, for an

: improvement in “Maiting, errors appear requiring the following corrections: The
drawings forming a part of said patent should have been corrected, as directed by the
patentee in an amendment duly filed before the issue of the patent, as follows: On

| Figure 1 the reference character a should appear to indicate spaces between adjacent
points of projections. B in the same row and b should indicate the bulges of said pro

jections; and that the said Letters Patent should be read with these corrections therein
that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office.
Signed and sealed this 3rd day of September, A. D., 1907.

SEAL.

E. B. MOORE,
Commissioner of Pateni.

